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PYJAMA PARTY

W

ho can believe another month has sped by! Each month we
wonder if we will have enough news to fill a 20 page newsletter
and each month we end up trying to work out what we are going
to have to leave out!! We are constantly amazed by our ever active
sponsor community!
This month apart from bringing you photos of the latest children to
receive letters, the 2017 school reports and updates on happenings at the
Community Vocational Secondary School (thanks to Mel and Kate) we
also have some wonderful news on the results of fund raising ventures!
Our front cover and page 3 bring the wonderful efforts of Jo Darby and
her Theatre School in Ipswich whose pyjama day helped raise the funds to
sponsor TWO children to attend school. What a great idea and definitely
one other groups could copy!

Indigo Tax and Accountancy Ltd put on their regular IndigoFest concert
hosted by Tim Vine (see pages 8 and 9) and raised a whopping £1000 for
the Primary School. The money was used to build a much needed Ecosan Toilet – thank you so much!!!
Maria Clarke features rightly throughout this newsletter. Apart from raising the money to build a proper
brick-paved compound at the school and provide lightning conductors to keep the children safe, Maria has
started the Give a Hen for Easter campaign – there is still time to join! Donate £10 to provide a hen to a
needy person in Nkuringo and receive a photo of the hen and recipient to give instead of a chocolate egg to
friends and family. Everyone wins!
Maria you are on fire!

O
Jo Darby

n 3rd March, the ‘Jo Darby Theatre School’ in Ipswich, Suffolk held a
fund raising day to help our sponsorship programme in Uganda.
Jo teaches Ballet and Musical Theatre to children ages 3 - 16 years and
everyone wore their Pyjamas to their dance classes and brought a donation
in!
They all had a lot of fun dancing in their Pyjamas and even more fun
knowing it was for such a great cause!
The children raised enough money to sponsor Sierra to attend primary
school which was amazing! Jo then kindly matched the donation so
that they could also sponsor Allen to attend High School as well!
The children were so excited to know they had sponsored 2 children
and to see photos of them too. They can’t wait to write letters to the
girls in the future and Jo said she’d love to come out and visit one day and
maybe teach them some dancing!
Jo was a professional dancer for 10 years before taking over the dance
school in Ipswich and has recently filmed the new ‘Mamma Mia 2’ film
which comes out in July which is very exciting!
Jo has always wanted to give back to a cause like this so is thrilled that herself and the children at the dance school were a part of making it happen!”

Lastly we bring you updates on the Go Uganda 2018 trips and you get to meet the June participants!
Enjoy!

Enjoy
Jan Duchesne

This monthly newsletter is produced for the sponsors who help support the Nkuringo Foundation and Primary School.
Written by Janet Duchesne and produced by Stephen Knowlden. Article contributions welcomed.
Contact details fo further information email janet.duchesne@speechcentre.co.uk or go to nkuringo website www.nkuringo.org.uk
A new website is currently in the process of being built - hope to be with you soon
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Allen Tukahirwa completed her primary 7 at
Bright Future primary
school. She is from the
village of Bikokora where
her parents Mary and
Kibazo are subsistance
farmers

Sierra

NKURINGO REPAIRS
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When Go Uganda 2017 visited the school last October we had the opportunity to check
out the areas of the school that needed most attention. Since that visit the School Repair
Programme has really taken off and so many kind people and organisations have stepped
in to help us make this school as great as its pupils deserve.

Lightning conductors

W

hen we were there it was hard to get
from building to building without
negotiating rocks, muddy slopes and
uneven surfaces. The first successfully
completed project was to put proper steps
at the school entrance and steps and paths
between buildings so children and adults
could move safely from place to place.
The latest large project nearing completion is the building of a flat brick paved
compound for the children’s assemblies,
playtime, dancing and other communal
activities. Before this the space was literally a muddy rocky uneven area not good

at all for small feet to jump and run on –
especially bare feet which is often the case.
Maria Clarke once again stepped in and
raised the money to have a proper brick
paved compound built. The great thing
about all these projects is that as soon
as the money is received the work starts
and we get photos back to show the many
donors their money being put to good use.
Here you can see they are now completing work on the retaining wall round the
compound.
When this is signed off the next phase
is refurbishment of the old dormitories

and school office thanks to the funding
received from Rotherfield Primary School
PTCA.
Go Uganda June 2018 is going to see a very
big difference here! One of our missions
will be to review progress and report back
on any other requirements.
Thank you to everyone who has supported
these projects.

The name Maria Clarke does seem to come up a lot at the moment – and
rightly so as this amazing lady has instigated so many of these projects –
including the funding of lightning conductors for the school – here shown
being purchased.
Lightning strikes are a very real and dangerous hazard in Uganda which
suffers approximately 70 lightning strikes per kilometer a year. In 2012 — 2013
for example, the country lost over 205 primary school pupils to lightning. The
country lost another 160 pupils to lightning in 2014. These numbers are rising.
Nearly half reported deaths by lightning strike are to school children.
No wonder the school was so thrilled to be given the means of keeping safe
during the rainy season!! A big thank you to Maria!!!!
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The students are very lucky to have this school
in Nkuringo and we would like to thank the
new sponsors again for their generosity, which
has enabled more children to have the education they so richly deserve.
Having spoken to Denis Twebaze, he and his
staff came up with a “wish list” for what they
would like for the school in the future. Some
of the items on the list would obviously be part
of a big project and would involve a lot of fund
raising but other items wouldn’t cost too much
in the grand scheme of things!
The list is as follows:
Library Books – As the number of children
grow in the school, the number of text books
per child decreases. They really need more
books for each subject to put in their library.
Laboratory Equipment – One of the school’s
targets is for Science to be a priority so it would
be a great asset for the students to be able to
have practical lessons as we do over here in
the UK.

POTENTIAL
FOR LIFE
by KateDISCOVER
BishopYOUR
and Mel
Dolding

Computers – As the world is becoming more
and more reliant on technology, the students
would really benefit from having access to some
IT equipment.
Typewriter – The staff would love to have a
typewriter for any administration including
exam information.
Sports Equipment – Specifically volley balls,
netballs and sports kits for both boys and girls.
Clocks – Clocks in each classroom would be a
great benefit to help the teachers keep to the
daily timetable.
Desks and Chairs – As more children arrive at
the school, they are in need of more classroom
furniture.
Beds for dormitories – Again – the more children, the more beds they need. Local carpenters make all the furniture. They just need the
money to pay for them to be built.
Solar Panels – It would be very useful to have
more solar panels around the school. This will
give them more working hours with light.
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S WE NOW have 29 sponsored children
at the school, we thought you might
like to meet the teachers and see some
photos of some of the other students and the
school building itself. The buildings they have
already look great from the outside although
the inside could do with a little TLC.
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Discover your potential for life
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DISCOVER YOUR POTENTIAL FOR LIFE

Water Tanks – Water is obviously very important and the school at the moment only has
one water tank for the whole school. In the dry
season children have to walk up to 7 kilometres
to fetch water.
Motorcycle – This would be especially helpful
for Denis the head teacher, as he has to visit
other villages to see students and would help
with various activities at school.
Buildings – Even though the buildings they
have are great, as the school increases in
population the buildings they have are getting
smaller. They would love to have two new classroom blocks for Senior 3 and 4; a science block
and they need a proper girl’s dormitory as the
house the girls sleep in at the moment is not
actually owned by the school.
Land – For there to be room for the new buildings they will need a bit more land.

DENIS TWEBAZE is the Head Teacher. He
has a degree in Geography and History
from Mackerere University in Kampala,
( the best university in Uganda
according to Denis ) As well as his Head
Teacher duties, Denis teaches History
and Geography in Senior 1 and 2.

JULIUS ARINAITWE is the Deputy Head
Teacher. He has a degree in languages
including English from Kabale
University in Uganda. He teaches
English from Senior 1 up to 3.

UDITA TWIKIRIIZE is the Director of
Studies. She has a degree in Christian
Religious Education and Geography
from Kabale Uganda. She teaches
Christian Religious Education in Senior
1, 2 and 3.

RAUBEN MUHANGI is the Biology
Teacher for Senior 1, 2 and 3 and he is
also the Sports Teacher. He has a
degree in Biology from Kabale
University.

SATURDAY DONOZIO is the Maths
Teacher for Senior 1, 2 and 3. He
completed his Grade Five Diploma at
Teachers College in Kabale.

ANNET KANGABE is the Chemistry
Teacher for Senior 1, 2 and 3. She is also
the Class teacher for Senior 1. Annet
has a degree in Chemistry from
Mackerere university.

MOSES NIYOMUCHAMANZA is the
Physics teacher in Senior 1, 2 and 3. He
is also the Class Teacher for Senior 2.
He has a degree in physics from Ndejje
University, Mukono District, Uganda.

LABAN NAMANYA is the Ariculture and
Foods teacher in Senior 1, 2 and 3. He
has a degree in Agriculture from Gulu
University, Gulu District, Uganda.

As an example a desk and bench would cost
£20, chairs are £10. Bunkbeds cost just £30. A
large water tank would cost about £650.
Mel Dolding and Kate Bishop are going to be
looking into organising some fund-raising for
the secondary school later in the year, but if
anyone in the meantime thinks they would like
to donate a desk, bed, etc; contribute towards
a bigger item or if you have any fund-raising
ideas, please contact them at :
melasizz@yahoo.co.uk or
katelouisebishop@hotmail.com

AGATHA NTAKIRUTIMANA is the
Computer teacher in Senior 1, 2 and 3.
She has a diploma in Computer Science
from Kabale University.

NELSON MARIIRO is the Fine Art and
the Disciplinary Teacher for Senior 1, 2
and 3. He has a degree in Fine Art from
Kabale University. The students love
his lessons a lot.

EMMANUEL KAZUNGU Cook

GIDEON KARIMAGEZI Cook
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SINGING GORILLAS

NFNPS

MANOR GREEN COLLEGE

Live music hosted by TIM VINE
In aid of the Nkuringo Foundation Music School in
Uganda and Manor Green College in Crawley
Dave Martin and
Choir

O

n the 19th January this year Indigo Tax
and Accountancy Ltd held a charity
music concert at the Capitol Theatre in
Horsham in aid of 3 Charities. Nkurkngo
Foundation Nursery & Primary School in
Uganda, Singing Gorilla Projects in Uganda
and Manor Green specialist needs College in
Crawley UK . The sold out show featured a mix
of artistes and was headlined by Beverly Skeete
lead vocalist with Bill Wyman’s Rhythm Kings.
The event was hosted by ‘king of the one liners
‘ Tim Vine, who also performed as his alter ego
‘Plastic Elvis’.

Tim Vine as
Plastic Elvis

Beverly Skeete performed an eclectic mix of
original songs accompanied by her 2 daughters
Maz and Sara. Needless to say the vocal
arrangements and performances were
absolutely stunning.

The show kicked off with a quick fire round of
puns from Vine, who then introduced the first
music act NooN. They played a high energy set
of atmospheric pop. Vine was quickly back on
stage with some more antics and then onto
‘Reverb’ who performed a beautiful version of
Rag ‘n’ Bone Man’s Human.

Plastic Elvis was next performing his favourite
Elvis song ‘Baby Lets Play House’. The audience
couldn’t help but think this guy bared a striking
resemblance to a certain Mr Vine! ‘Plastics’
boisterous performance was followed by a
delightful interview with the legendary singer
songwriter David Martin and a duet from him
and Plastic Elvis performing a song penned by
Martin and originally recorded by the real Elvis
proved a real winner with the audience.

Alexis

The music acts and jokes from Tim came thick
and fast with Alexis performing songs from her
debut album and Andy 0’s rendition of ‘All the
Young Dudes’ sounded like Bowie could have
been in the building.
The highlight of the 1st half was surely
Hurstpierpoint Rock Pop Choir performing
a special song composed by Graham Noon
and Josie Quin, with an arrangement by the
Nkurkingo music school in Uganda. The
performance was accompanied by a video
featuring pupils and musicians from the
Nkurkingo Singing Gorilla Music School. The
interval provided an opportunity to purchase
‘pen behind the ear’ tickets. The winning
number would match Tim’s successful attempt
to land a pen behind his ear! And also raise
more funds for the charities.

The second half kicked off with Tim’s ‘pen
behind the ear’ routine and then Neil Pyzer
(from the Selector) performed a rip roaring
instrumental from his ‘winter ska’
project. After more foolery from Mr Vine , Willie
Austen was next up on stage with his
amazing band . What a guy what a guitar player
and some more instrumental acrobatics from
Neil Pyzer on sax.

Beverley Skeete

All acts then joined the stage for the encore,
a rendition of David Martin’s big hit for Barry
Manillow ‘Can’t Smile Without You’
accompanied by some great video footage of
village life in Nkuringo. The show finished with
a standing ovation and raised £3000 from ticket
sales and donations on the night.
Andy O

Willy Austen

Neil Pyzer

See page 10 to see how this donation was used!
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NEW ECOSAN TOILET
Things do move fast in Nkuringo! We received an amazing donation of £1,000 from the IndigoFest
concert (see previous page). After discussion amongst the school staff it was agreed the most
beneficial use of this money would be to build an Ecosan toilet for the school.
The Ecological sanitation (EcoSan) toilet is a closed system that does not need water, so is an
alternative to leach pit toilets in places where water is scarce. Ecosan systems safely recycle
excreta resources to crop production in such a way that the use of non-renewable resources is
minimized. This is a fantastic addition to the school – thank you so much IndigoTax and
Accountancy Ltd and Indigofest!!!

T
Fly screen
Vent pipe

Air (ventilation)
Access cover

he great thing about giving animals to the
community is the ability to vary their diet. Fresh eggs

from their hens and milk from their goats is a welcome
addition to the subsistence crops they grow. The reality of
life is when those goats have babies the females are kept to
grow up and have more babies and most of the males are
eaten. Many people only have meat at Christmas but since
the school was provided with pigs,
goats and hens the children
now get meat once a term!
You can see that tiny little
children have very big
appetites when put in front

of such a feast!!
Smiling faces all round!!
Urine diversion

Anal cleansing water outlet
pipe to gravel filter
Urine outlet pipe to
collection pot

Turning and removal of
composted material
by hand

GOAT FOR

HIV GARDENING PROJECT
TAKES OFF
Last month Kenneth Tumbwene, who runs the HIV group, put out a call for donations to
purchase seeds and materials to enable the members to start growing their own
vegetables again. With limited medication options the benefits of fresh nourishing food
are life changing. Thanks to all of you who have responded so far. Kenneth has been
able to purchase seeds, hoes, pangas (machetes) and a spray machine to get the group
started on this project. Kenneth has rented some land and you can see members here
clearing and planting. They will fertilise with manure from the goats they were given.
They hope to grow onions, egg plants, carrots, tomatoes, cabbages etc. The first
objective is to obtain a balanced diet and – who knows – ultimately even get an income
from selling surplus produce!

SUPPER

12 Go Uganda
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Left: Just some of the Nkuringo staff that will help you have an
enjoyable stay.
Bottom Left: The accommodation at Nkuringo.
Below: The accommodation at Queen Elizabeth Park.

UGANDA
JUNE 2018

NKURINGO & QUEEN ELIZABETH PARK
P

reparations for our 2018 Go Uganda trips are well under
way (see back cover for participants).
Both trips this year will follow the same pattern. There is a
basic ten day trip which stays at the Nkuringo Guest House
in the centre of the community we support. All
accommodation is en-suite and the food is out of this
world! From here the group visit the school, the HIV
Group, the Batwa (pygmies), the Women’s group, local
artisans and of course take the famous trip to Lake Mutanda with some of the school children. Here we take dug-out
canoes onto the lake with children who have not seen a
lake before – let alone sail on it!!! Of course during this
time it is also possible to pay to sit with gorillas –
definitely a lifetime memory!
Starting in June we are adding in a four day safari
extension. This is a trip Steve and I did two years ago and
realised that being so close to such an amazing Nature
Reserve it would be silly not to give people the opportunity
to see another side of Africa. Asgario has just taken a trip
to Queen Elizabeth Park to book the accommodation and
trips we will be doing. You can see that far from initial
expectations we do get to stay in some lovely places!!!

The Queen Elizabeth National Park lies against the
backdrop of the Rwenzori Mountains with panoramic
views that are made up of various crater lakes carved
dramatically into the green rolling hills. We will take a
boat along the Kazinga Channel to see hippopotamuses,
elephants and buffaloes. We will also visit the Kyambura
Gorge to see habituated chimpanzees and other types of
primates including red-tailed monkey, black-and-white
colobus, baboons and vervet monkeys.
Of course we will bring back lots of photos to share! We
still have one space on the Go Uganda October 2018 trip if
anyone is interested!!!
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MORE
LETTERS
AND GIFTS

We are always thrilled to see the smiling faces of children
when they receive letters, stickers and photos from their
sponsors. It may seem that some of the mail takes a long
time to get to Nkuringo – and it does as there is no local post
office. All mail has to be collected on a day long round trip
to a PO Box – but get there is does! Thank you and Keeeeeep
Writing!!!!!
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SCHOOL REPORTS
Every year we are excited to receive the school reports!

P

lease note if your child did not start school
until September 2017 or later they will not
receive a report until next year as it was too
late to really assess them.
If your child was in P7 and passed their certificate of education to go to Secondary School
there will also not be an individual report. We
are thrilled to note that all the children in P7
who were sponsored did pass with excellent
results and are now all in Secondary School –
thanks to you!
In Uganda a child has to do well in order to
be promoted to the next class. If a child falls
behind or is seen to struggle they need to repeat
the year. Where a child has started school late
– as for some of our sponsor children – the first
year can be quite a challenge to them as they
have to get used to being in school, catching up
with children who may have been attending for
several years – and often also living away from
home. It is expected their first report to be less
than glowing (although some children do amaze
us). Please do not think your child is lazy if their
first year report is bad!
The report contains some interesting facts not
show on reports in our country. I doubt if any
of you have ever had a report that documents
the number of toilet rolls you used! Remember
however if you live in a community where all
manufactured goods have to be purchased and
transported in – the number of toilet rolls used
by a pupil does become significant!
Enjoy your reports and if you have any questions
please do not hesitate to email me.
If you think you should have received a report
and didn’t – please email me – I know all came
in a big bundle and I had to photograph and
email them all individually so may have missed
one along the way!!
Of course please do write to your sponsor
children to congratulate or encourage them to
do better!!!

Et elit est, tem ene vellis dolenis aspella asi aut unt ilit volorporem deleni
doluptate et estiam utat.

GIVE A HEN FOR
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M

aria Clarke (yes Maria again!) decided to buy each
of her sponsor children a hen for Easter. She then
realised that is was a much nicer gift to give a hen to a
needy person in Nkuringo – and give the photo of that
as a gift to friends rather than buy a chocolate egg! So
started the Hen for Easter project.
Maria kicked it off by purchasing
three hens for needy children. We
are up to 65 hens and counting!!!
There is still time to join in. £10 a
hen – which you can name. You
will receive a photo of the hen
and recipient. Choose from named
person, needy child, Batwa pygmy
group or HIV group. Let us take this
total to over 100! All photos in the April
Newsletter!

LETTERS TO
SECONDARY
SCHOOL
Of course now we have pupils who have moved on
to Secondary School – have no fear their letters still
reach them! Asgario popped to see them after school
this week to drop off much welcome correspondence!!
(some had already removed their uniforms)

EASTER
March 19

So here we are! Photos of the 15 members of the Go Uganda June 2018 group in their
fleeces and getting ready for the adventure of a lifetime! We have our tickets, our
yellow fever certificates and are busy packing our bags. Full details of our adventures
will be in the June newsletter. We still have one place left on the October 2018 trip if
anyone wants to join us! Can’t wait!

UGANDA
JUNE 2018
Jess Hardy

Claire Warner

Amy Green

Dawn Moffatt

Gwynne Furlong

Gloria Jessop

Michele Jessop
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Steve Knowlden

